Project: Career Profile

The objective of this project is to allow you to explore a variety of careers and to create a career profile to share your findings and enthusiasm with your fellow classmates. The career profile must fulfill the criteria stated below. It is my intention that you will be exposed to a variety of careers via your own research and the research and profiles provided by your classmates.

This is a unique opportunity to create a project of your own design... take pride in your work and enjoy!

Career Profile Criteria:

1. You must search for a CAREER related to this courses that you find interesting. Use your imagination... Engineering Technician... Automobile Design... Machinist... Electronics... Radio Control... Forestry...NASA... or simply perform a search on the internet for “careers”. I provided a list of sites to surf if you are having difficulty searching.

2. The following components must be included in your career profile.

   A. Describe the career (duties, responsibilities, time commitment);
   B. Explain how the career is relevant to society;
   C. Identify the educational requirements;
   D. Identify key skills that are required to be successful at this career;
   E. Identify the upward mobility (What might this career lead to?);
   F. Provide a salary range;
   G. Identify at least 3 corporations that currently provide employment in this career;
   H. Provide a current job posting for this career;
   I. Identify factors that may affect future demand (You must be able to substantiate your factors with facts);
   J. Graphics to provide clarify or enhance the contents of the career profile;
   K. References (use the appropriate format associated to each reference type);
   L. Acknowledgments (this is an opportunity for you to give credit to those who have assisted you with information or who have provided guidance.).